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MetaGeek Partners With Futura GTS For Canadian Distribution

MetaGeek and Futura GTS Team to Provide Simple, Affordable, and Effective Tools For Canadian
Companies to Troubleshoot and Optimize Increasingly Crowded Wireless Networks

April 16, 2009 - PRLog -- Boise, Idaho / Winnipeg, Manitoba –MetaGeek LLC (www.metageek.net),
maker of the Wi-Spy line of Wi-Fi spectrum visualization tools, announced today a partnership with Futura
GTS who will serve as Wi-Spy's first reseller in Canada. This announcement also coincides with the launch
of Futura GTS's www.wi-spy.ca, which will make the process of getting Wi-Spy into the hands of Canadian
customers much faster and easier. 

MetaGeek's Wi-Spy line of products offers affordable USB-based spectrum analysis for both the 2.4GHz
and 5GHz bands. Packed with functionality and very intuitive and easy to use, Wi-Spy shows users what's
going on in the airwaves around them--and in particular what's interfering with their Wi-Fi networks'
operation. Bundled with Chanalyzer software, Wi-Spy graphs out and records this interference helping the
user avoid these noisy areas of the spectrum or go hunting after offending devices. Ryan Woodings, Chief
Geek at MetaGeek states, "Wi-Fi has already proven itself in the home and coffee shops of the world. As
more and more business add Wi-Fi to their infrastructure it's harder to get a clear and reliable signal.
Wi-Spy makes troubleshooting interference problems a breeze." 

"We are very excited about reselling Wi-Spy in Canada. Not only do we sell these tools but use them first
hand. They are incredibly useful and are a great value," says Fernand Jonker of Futura GTS. "If you are
serious about maintaining a quality wireless network, you need to actually see the RF spectrum to address
the interference affecting it." 

About MetaGeek 
Based in Boise, Idaho USA, MetaGeek is a leading innovator in the world of wireless networking tools.
Their award-winning Wi-Spy line of spectrum analyzers allows users to visualize their wireless landscape
and avoid or eliminate trouble-causing interference. Wi-Spy is USB-based and utilizes the power of the PC
making it very versatile and cost effective. For more information, visit http://www.metageek.net. 

About Futura GTS 
Based in Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada, Futura GTS is a family owned and operated Value Added Reseller
that strives to provide reliable and cost effective computing solutions. With customers ranging from SOHO
to Enterprise, Futura appreciates the value of products like the Wi-Spy spectrum analyzers that allow
technicians to troubleshoot wireless network issues quickly and easily. For more information on the Wi-Spy
solutions visit http://www.wi-spy.ca or for more information on Futura GTS please visit 
http://www.futuragts.com .
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